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The conventional Galton board illustrates diffusion in a classical-mechanics context: it is composed of balls
performing a random walk on a downward sloping plane with a grid of pins. We introduce a wave-mechanical
variety of the Galton board to study the influence of interference on the diffusion. This variety consists of a
wave, in our experiments a light wave, propagating through a grid of Landau-Zener crossings. At each crossing
neighboring frequency levels are coupled, which leads to spectral diffusion of the initial level populations. The
most remarkable feature of the spectral diffusion is that below a certain single-crossing transition probability
~around 0.7–0.8! the initial spectral distribution almost perfectly reappears periodically when the wave pen-
etrates further and further into the grid of crossings. We compare our experimental results with numerical
simulations and with an analytical description of the system based on a paper by Harmin@Phys. Rev. A56, 232
~1997!#.







































The classical Galton board is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. Balls
are rolling down a sloping board and are scattered by a
of pins. The random walk performed by the balls leads
Gaussian diffusion. One can think of several quantum-
wave-mechanical varieties of this model by which the infl
ence of interference terms on the diffusion can be stud
We present an optical variety which deals withspectraldif-
fusion of a light wave. The optical Galton board consist
frequency levels inside an optical resonator that are peri
cally coupled. The coupling is achieved by performing op
cal Landau-Zener crossings induced by birefringent crys
inside the resonator, as illustrated in Fig. 2@1#. The resulting
level structure of the optical Galton board is shown in F
1~b!.
Spectral diffusion has been studied extensively in the fi
of quantum chaos@2,3#. In particular the quantum suppre
sion of spectral diffusion for the kicked quantum rotor r
ceived a lot of attention, both theoretically@4# and experi-
mentally @5#. It seems clear that periodic coupling betwe
discrete energy levels and the preservation of coherence
tween the levels are necessary to obtain suppression; h
ever, a clear understanding of the phenomenon is still m
ing. In the present context it is worth noting that ‘‘quantu
chaos’’ is maybe more aptly called ‘‘wave chaos,’’ as illu
trated by the study of microwave billiards@6#.
Although the optical Galton board is a classical syste
we will show that it can be described by a Schro¨dinger equa-
tion and that it fulfills the requirements of periodic couplin
between discrete levels and of preserving coheren
Whereas for the kicked quantum rotor the energy-level sp
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ing is proportional to (2n11), wheren is the quantum num-
ber of the lower level, the energy- or frequency-level spac
of the optical Galton board is constant. A proper understa
ing of this most simple model for spectral diffusion seem
useful for a clear understanding of the diffusion properties
more complicated systems such as the kicked quantum ro
We show experimentally that for the optical Galton boa
suppression of diffusion can occur in the form of almo
perfect recurrences of the initial level population. But, as
,
,
FIG. 1. ~a! The classical Galton board, sloping downwards
the z direction, yields a Gaussian distribution function for the fin
position of the particle along thex axis. The dots represent pins a
which the balls are scattered.~b! The grid of Landau-Zener cross
ings which is the quantum- or wave-mechanical analog of the c
sical Galton board;f r indicates the frequency axis, andf1 is a



























































D. BOUWMEESTERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410will see, even for the optical Galton board the diffusion pro
erties turn out to be rather complicated and some feat
still lack a qualitative understanding.
Since for the optical Galton board the number of pop
lated levels increases at each step into the grid of crossi
the amplitudes in the outermost levels can never inter
and are in general nonzero. Therefore, the observed re
rences of the initial level population can never be perfect
it is not obvious that ‘‘imperfect’’ recurrences should be e
pected. In fact, whether or not recurrences are present
pends on the transition probability at the avoided crossing
shown theoretically by Harmin@7#. Above a certain transi-
tion probability, around 0.7–0.8, the recurrences cease
exist! In a recent paper by To¨rmä it was suggested that thi
change in dynamics is similar to a phase transition in
Ising model@8#. Beside its relation to the study of quantu
or wave diffusion, the optical Galton board could be of pra
tical interest to the study of selective-field ionization
Rydberg atoms where strong Stark splitting of the Rydb
levels creates similar grids of Landau-Zener crossings@9,10#.
In Sec. II we present the model for the optical Galt
board. The experimental set up is presented in Sec. III.
experimental results together with the numerical calcu
tions, based on the theoretical model, are collected in S
IV and V. In Sec. VI we give a brief review of the theory b
Harmin on quantum diffusion on a grid of Landau-Zen
FIG. 2. ~a! Sketch of a linear optical resonator which has eq
distant longitudinal modes (m50,61,62). ~b! Including a
electro-optic modulator~EOM1! inside the resonator, and increa
ing the voltageV1 across the modulator, leads to crossing lev
with orthogonal polarizationsx andy. ~c! Including a second modu
lator ~EOM2! inside the resonator, rotated over 45° with respec
to the optical axis of EOM1 and with a constant applied volta


















crossings@7#, and compare our results with theory. A co
cluding discussion is given in Sec. VII.
II. MODEL OF THE OPTICAL GALTON BOARD
The basic idea of the optical Galton board is as follow
Consider a linear optical resonator which has a ladder
equidistant resonant frequencies, as illustrated in Fig. 2~a!.
We restrict our attention to the longitudinal cavity mod
~labeled withm50,61,62, . . . , wherem is the mode in-
dex relative to that of an arbitrarily defined ‘‘center’’ mode!.
Each mode is polarization independent, i.e., each mode h
two-fold polarization degeneracy. This polarization dege
eracy is lifted by inserting a birefringent crystal, in the for
of an electro-optical modulator~EOM1!, into the resonator.
Increasing the birefringence as function of time, which c
be done by applying an increasing electric voltage (V1)
across EOM1, results in two crossing manifolds of lev
with orthogonal polarizations,x andy, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
A second birefringent crystal~EOM2! is placed inside the
resonator with its axes rotated 45° with respect to the axe
the first crystal. A constant voltage across EOM2 provide
coupling between the crossing levels of orthogonal polari
tion and turns each level crossing into an avoided~Landau-
Zener! crossing; see Fig. 2~c!. The initial state of the optica
Galton board is prepared by injecting laser light at one s
cific resonant frequency and polarization into the resona
As soon as the intensity inside the resonator exceeds a
tain value, the injection laser is switched off and the volta
across EOM1 is linearly increased while the voltage acr
EOM2 is kept constant. In this way the initial mode popu
tion will be coupled via the avoided crossings to more a
more modes, which results in acoherentdiffusion process.
This spectral diffusion can be monitored by analyzing t
small fraction of light that is leaking out of the resonat
through one of the mirrors.
We now employ the Jones-matrix formalism to prese
the optical Galton board in a more formal way@1,11–13#. In
this formalism the polarization of the population in a sing
cavity mode is represented by a 2 vectorEW (t)5„x(t),y(t)…,
wherex(t) andy(t) are slowly varying~with respect to the
optical frequency! amplitudes of thex and y polarization
components. Each polarization-changing optical element
side the resonator is represented by a 232 matrix which acts
on EW (t). EOM1 and EOM2 are represented by
B1~ t !5S eif1/2 00 e2 if1/2D ,
~1!
B2~ t !5S cos~f2 /2! 2 i sin~f2 /2!2 i sin~f2 /2! cos~f2 /2! D ,
respectively, wheref1 and f2 are the phase difference
which the two orthogonal polarizations along the axis of
refringence obtain by passing EOM1 and EOM2. One c
construct a round-trip matrixM (t) by multiplying the matri-
ces representing all the optical elements that the light pa







OPTICAL GALTON BOARD PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410there are two EOM’s which are passed twice for each round trip in the linear cavity. Neglecting optical losses, the ro
matrix is given by




























ular-We assume that the round-trip matrix is approximately c
stant during a single round-trip timeT. This implies that the
change in birefringence of the EOM’s per round trip shou
be much smaller than 2p. Under this condition the time evo
lution of EW (t) is governed by
EW ~ t1T!5M ~ t !EW ~ t !. ~3!








where the elements ofH are expressed in phase shifts p
round-trip timeT, in anticipation to the relation ofH with the
round-trip matrixM. Equation~4! yields an alternative ex
pression for Eq.~3!,
EW ~ t1T!5expH 2 iTEtt1TH~ t8! dt8J EW ~ t !. ~5!
The case in whichH is approximately constant during
round-trip time leads to
M ~ t !5exp$2 iH ~ t !%. ~6!
Equations~5! and~6! map the classical optical system onto




sinw~ t ! S sin~f1! cos~f1!sin~f2!cos~f1!sin~f2! 2sin~f1! D , ~7!
wherew(t)5arccos„cos(f1)cos(f2)… @1#. The eigenvalues o
H(t) are 6w(t) and for a constant value off2, they are
plotted as a function of 1 in Fig. 3 ~thick lines!. Note that
when f15at and f25D, with f1(mod 2p)!2p and f2
!2p, the model reduces to the Landau-Zener~LZ! Hamil-
tonian @14,15# given by
HLZ5S at DD 2at D . ~8!
These conditions are fulfilled in the neighborhood of ea
avoided crossing, as shown in the dashed square in Fig.
Secs. IV and V we will use the parametersa andD to char-
acterize the settings of the optical Galton board.









from which one can deriveu̇/2, which is the adiabatic cou
pling strength between the two frequency levels with
thogonal polarizations@1#.
A description of a regular grid of Landau-Zener crossin
is obtained by superimposing the two-level structure to
ladder of equally spaced angular frequency levels. As ill
trated above in Fig. 2, an optical resonator has intrinsica
such a multilevel structure with spacingvFSR equal to 2p
times the free spectral rangef FSR5c/2L, wherec is the ve-
locity of light and L is the length of the linear resonator. W
label the polarization amplitudes of the two levels for ea
longitudinal modem by xm andym . The full time evolution
for these amplitudes, including the coupling between all le
els, can be found in Ref.@13#. The complete model can
however, be simplified under the assumption that couplin
restricted to the neighboring levels only~arrow 2 in Fig. 3
indicates such a coupling!. This amounts to neglecting th
influence of fast rotating terms, i.e. the coupling betwe
levels separated in angular frequency by at leastvFSR ~ar-
rows 1 and 3 in Fig. 3 indicate such couplings!. Under our
experimental conditions~see Sec. III!, such an approxima-
FIG. 3. Adiabatic levels of the optical Galton board. The thi
lines indicate a single two-level system. In our optical experim
we make use of a ladder of such two-level systems which
equally spaced by thevFSR which is 2p times the free spectra
































































D. BOUWMEESTERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410tion seems justified sinceD'0.6,~,!2p @13#. This approxi-















ym11~ t !, ~10!
d
dt






xm21~ t !. ~11!
The first term on the right-hand sides of Eqs.~10! and ~11!
represents the adiabatic frequency levels, as illustrate
Fig. 3. The second and third term on the right-hand si
describes the coupling between neighboring levels.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 4 is a schematic drawing of the optical set up t
realizes the optical Galton board.M1 andM2 indicate the
two end mirrors of the linear optical resonator. Besides
two electro-optical modulators~EOM1 and EOM2!, the reso-
nator includes an optical delay line and an optical gain m
dium. The latter compensates almost completely the opt
losses; in fact, the system shown in Fig. 4 is a laser preci
at threshold. The total resonator length is approximately
m which yields a mode spacing of 1.52 MHz and a roun
trip time T of 0.7ms. Due to the aperturing by the HeNe ga
capillary and the EOMs, the lowest-loss transverse mod
our resonator is the only one that is significantly excited~this
has been checked by studying the output spectrum of
system when the gain was set slightly above threshold!. One
mirror is placed on a piezo element in order to tune one
the longitudinal resonator modes~by definition this is the
mode m50) to the frequency of the linearly polarize
single-frequency He-Ne injection laser~l5633 nm!. The
FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the optical part of the setup. T
end mirrors of the resonator are indicated byM1 and M2. The
acronyms used are AOM for the acousto-optic modulator,P for the
polarizer, EOM for the electro-optic modulator, PZT for the pie














light injected into the resonator is the first order deflec
beam~80 MHz shifted with respect to the zeroth-order bea!
from an acousto-optic modulator~AOM!. As soon as the
intra cavity intensity has built up to about a few mW th
AOM is switched off, hence no more light is injected into th
resonator. From that moment on we have the cavity de
time, which was measured to be about 70ms, to perform the
actual experiment. A linear voltage ramp is applied acr
EOM1 ~typical value for the sweep rate is,a533106 s21),
while the voltage applied across EOM2 is kept constant~cor-
responding typically toD50.2p for a transition probability
around 0.5!, so that the light inside the resonator pass
through the grid of Landau-Zener crossings. After a cert
number of steps into the grid the voltage ramp across EO
is stopped, and the voltage is fixed at its final value. Fr
that time on the system is in a stationary state so that we
analyze over which levels the light has been distributed.
To determine the final spectral distribution, i.e., the pop
lation of the cavity modes after the diffusion, we beat t
light leaking out of the resonator through mirrorM2 with the
zeroth-order beam from the AOM~which is present even if
the AOM is switched off!. In order to detect bothx- and
y-polarized modes the zeroth-order beam is circularly po
ized by using al/4 wave plate. Measuring in the stationa
state a time trace of a fewms, using a fast digital oscillo-
scope~HP 54522A! which can resolve frequencies up to 50
MHz, yields after a Fourier decomposition the spectral d
tribution. The originally populated frequency level appea
in the Fourier decomposition at the AOM frequency of
MHz. There are three experimental points which do not
fluence the main idea of implementing an optical variety
the Galton board but which are of crucial importance for t
actual realization.
~i! EOM1 has a maximum range in birefringence cor
sponding approximately to a 3p rad phase shift betweenx
andy polarized light. Since the distance between the avoid
crossings corresponds top rad, it seems that a sequence
no more than three crossings can be obtained. To circum
this limitation we sweep EOM1 back and forth over the i
terval @0,2p# ~see Fig. 5!. Each round-trip voltage swee
corresponds to the passage of four Landau-Zener cross
After the first round-trip voltage sweep, light initially in
jected at level 0 can be present in levels23 to 2. In Fig. 5
three out of the 16 possible light trajectories have be
drawn by thick lines. Aftern round-trip voltage sweeps, lev
els2(2n11) to 2n can be populated. This method of pop
lating several levels is similar to the rf excitation scheme
Rydberg atoms@16#. Note that since each crossing is pass
twice in succession it should be possible to observe inter
ence effects associated with Stu¨ckelberg oscillations@17,18#.
The main feature of the optical Galton board, i.e., enabl
wave-mechanical diffusion over a manifold of levels, is u
affected by this since each double pass will effectively ac
a single coupling between neighboring levels.
~ii ! The optical losses due to the EOM’s and the leaka
through the mirrors are compensated for by the gain m
dium, in our case a polarization-independent He-Ne am
fier tube~l5633 nm! @12#. Since the amplifying He-Ne me
























































OPTICAL GALTON BOARD PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410modes accessible via the spectral diffusion should be wi
100 MHz around line center in order to have approximat
equal~65%! cavity lifetimes. If we restrict the diffusion to
about 30 modes, the spacing between them must be less
3 MHz. This is the reason that we use the delay line
approximately 100 m inside the resonator.
~iii ! The photon cavity lifetime obtained in the expe
ments is approximately 70ms, which is about 100 times
longer then the cavity round-trip timeT50.7ms. In order to
populate sufficiently many modes~ ay 30!, some 30 columns
in the Landau-Zener grid must be passed. Each Land
Zener crossing should therefore be performed within th
cavity round-trip times. This condition is in conflict with th
assumption in the derivation of Eq.~6! that there are no
significant changes in the optical system during a sin
round-trip time. Experimentally we observed, however, t
Eq. ~6! remains valid even if a Landau-Zener crossing
performed within a time as short as 3T. We will gratefully
make use of this property to implement numerical simu
tions where the dynamics is treated as a succession of
level interactions, at each Landau-Zener crossing, follow
by adiabatic evolution.
To analyze the experimental results of the following s
tions it is important to introduce a relative phase,C, between
crossings within a single Landau-Zener column, i.e., betw
crossings which form a vertical ladder in Fig. 5. Two sub
quent crossings on the ladder are separated in angular
quency byvFSR, see Fig. 5; hence the light passing throu
the higher crossing obtains the additional dynamical pha
C5tvFSR ~12!
compared to the light passing through the lower cross
Heret is the time it takes to pass a single column.
FIG. 5. The thick lines indicate three possible light trajectori
starting from level 0, which can be traced during the first round-
voltage sweep. The time it takes to pass a single column~shaded
area! of Landau-Zener crossings is,t and the angular frequenc


















In Sec. III we mentioned the presence of Stu¨ckelberg os-
cillations due to the fact that each crossing is passed twic
succession. If, for example, the transition probability f
each crossing is 0.5@a533106 s21, D5~0.260.02!p#, and
if the distance between the two successive crossings is tu
properly it should be possible to exchange the population
the two levels which perform the double crossing. If we in
tially populate one level and then perform a single cross
followed by a sequence of double crossings and end w
another single crossing, it should be possible to observe
only the two outermost levels on each side of the poss
range of levels will be populated, provided the grid is tun
properly and coherences are maintained throughout the
lution. The observation of this effect will be a sensitive te
for the coherence properties of the optical system. We p
formed this test experimentally by properly adjusting t
coupling strengthD and the sweep ratea @see Eq.~8!# to
meet the conditions given above. The experimentally
tained distributions after passing eight, 16, and 32 colum
of crossings are shown in Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c!, respec-
tively.
Interference completely dominates the dynamics and
sults in population of the outermost levels in accordance w
the theoretical prediction based on coherent evolution. N
that the corresponding incoherent or classical situati
,
is
FIG. 6. Experimental test of the coherence quality of the syst
After the initial population of level 1 the grid parametersa andD
were tuned such that each individual Landau-Zener crossing h
transition amplitude of approximately 0.5 and each double cross
~back and forth through the same crossing as illustrated in Fig!
had a transition amplitude close to 1@a533106 s21, D5~0.2
60.02!p#. The spectral distributions after~a! eight, ~b! 16, and~c!
32 columns of crossings are shown. Graphs~d!, ~e!, and ~f! show
the corresponding numerical results, based on the treatment o
optical Galton board as an array of pointlike beamsplitters in
spectral domain. The dashed lines indicate the outermost le




































































D. BOUWMEESTERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410would yield a Gaussian distribution centered around le
m50 @Fig. 1~a!#. We have compared the experimental r
sults with numerical simulations based on the assump
that the optical Galton board is perfectly stable and free
dissipation, and that each avoided crossing can be consid
as an isolated Landau-Zener crossings with a transition p
ability of 0.5. The simulations take into account the fact th
each crossing is passed twice in succession. The result o
simulations are shown in Figs. 6~d!, 6~e!, and 6~f!; they are
in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. S
we deal with a complicated interference process, which
sensitive to small changes in the system, the assumpt
used in the simulation are too crude to expect perfect ag
ment between the experiments and the simulation. Howe
the simulations are adequate for demonstrating the main
tures of the coherent evolution. The same remark will ap
to the numerical results that will be presented in Sec. V.
the basis of the material shown in Fig. 6, we can conclu
that the optical system suffers little decoherence and ca
used to study coherent diffusion on an optical Galton boa
V. RECURRENCES
Whereas in Sec. IV the values ofa andD were tuned such
that each double crossing resulted in a complete popula
transfer between each pair of crossing levels, we now c
sider the case thata andD are tuned such that each doub
crossing has a transition probability of about 0.5. This s
ation constitutes the optical Galton board.
Our main experimental result is shown in Figs. 7~a!–7~d!.
Figure 7~a! shows the distribution corresponding to the in
tial state of the optical Galton board. Clearly, only a sing
mode of the optical system is populated. Figure 7~b! shows
how the population has spread out over the neighboring
els after passing eight columns of crossings~effectively four
layers of beamsplitters in the spectral domain!. The evolution
of the populations resembles classical~incoherent! diffusion,
and it is only in the large fluctuations in neighboring lev
populations that the presence of interference can be infer
Figure 7~c! shows the distribution after 16 columns of cros
ings. Again there is no evidence that a collective interfere
effect takes place. Yet we know form the test measurem
shown in Sec. IV that coherences are preserved throug
the evolution. Therefore, on first sight, Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!
seem to indicate that interferences play a minor role in
diffusion. However, the experimentally obtained distributi
after passing 32 columns of crossings, as shown in Fig. 7~d!,
leads to the complete opposite conclusion. Apparently
initially populated level is almost completely repopulat
which can only be the result of some dominant interfere
effect.
To obtain such a clear recurrence after 32 columns
crossings, we had to tune the parameters of the grid c
fully. By changing the grid parametersa andD slightly ~so
that the transition probability after each double crossing w
still between 0.4 and 0.6!, we could obtain recurrences afte
any number of columns of crossings, as far as the experim
tal conditions allow for. Since changes of a few percent





































optical Galton board, and since residual intracavity birefr
gence causes an experimental error of about 5% in mea
ing D, our observation of the recurrences is a rather qual
tive one. We performed two types of numerical simulatio
to support and quantify the experimental observation.
The first type is a simulation based on the naive model
of each crossing as a pointlike beamsplitter in the freque
domain, as already introduced in Sec. IV. The result of t
simulation is displayed in Figs. 7~e!–7~h! and confirms the
presence of the recurrences. The second type of simulat
is based on numerical integration of Eqs.~10! and ~11!, and
the results shown in Fig. 8 again confirm the recurrences
mentioned in Sec. IV, no detailed agreement between
experimental and numerical data can be expected since
simulations are based on simplified models of the exp
ment, and the fluctuations between neighboring level po
lations depend critically on the exact model. However, int
estingly the collective intereference effect, i.e., t
recurrences, turns out to be robust~ ee below! what justifies
the presentation of the numerical results.
Since in the experiment the initial distribution revives a
ter 32 columns~Fig. 7! it is expected that further revival
will occur after 64, 96, . . . columns. Because the cavity life
time sets an upper limit to the number of avoided crossi
FIG. 7. Experimentally obtained spectral distributions after~a!
zero,~b! eight, ~c! 16, and~d! 32 columns of crossings, for a sem
periodic grid such that the initial distribution of a single populat
level revives after 32 columns of crossings. The transition proba
ity for each double crossing is approximately 0.5. The correspo
ing numerical simulations are shown in graphs~e!–~h!; they are
based on the treatment of the optical Galton board as an arra
































OPTICAL GALTON BOARD PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410that can be passed during a single run, these higher-o
revivals are out of experimental reach; they were, howe
observed in our numerical simulations.
We explored in our numerical simulations the robustn
of the recurrences as function of the grid parametersa and
D. By changingD, which effectively changes the transitio
probability at the crossings in the Galton board whileC
5tvFSR remains constant, we observed that the position
the recurrences remain unchanged up to a transition p
ability around 0.7–0.8. Above this transition amplitude t
dynamics is so diabatic that most of the population ends
in the outermost levels without ever returning to the init
level population. By changinga, which effectively changes
both the transition probabilities and the value ofC ~t is






with p andq integers and relatively prime, recurrences occ
after passing 2p columns in the grid of crossings. An expla
nation for this result will be given in Sec. VI.
FIG. 8. Simulation of the recurrence phenomenon based on









In a recent paper by Harmin1 an analytical expression i
given for the propagation of a wave through a grid
Landau-Zener crossings@7#. From this paper we extracte
the arguments needed to explain the observed recurre
and present them here in a form adapted to our specific
tical system. The level structure of the optical system c








t1m8 vFSR, m850,1,2, . . . . ~15!
We draw a schematic view of the optical Galton board
Fig. 9 in order to clarify the notation, according to which a
Landau-Zener crossing is labeled by a pair of coordina
@m,m8#. We assume that the dynamics of mode amplitud
consists of a series of isolated pairwise interactions, tak
place at each avoided crossing, followed by free evolut
during which they acquire only a dynamical phase factor.
avoided crossing can be represented as a 232 unitary matrix,
S 2d aa dD , ~16!
with a and d related, respectively, to the adiabaticA and
diabaticD transition probabilities
D[d25expS 22p D2aTD , ~17!
A[a2512D. ~18!
1Our experiments were performed before the publication of R
@7#.
u-
FIG. 9. The grid of crossings resulting from the overlapping
two manifolds of diabatic levels; the horizontal axis represents tim
The shaded area corresponds to the dynamical phase asso























































D. BOUWMEESTERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410The parametersD and a have been defined in Eq.~8!. The
phase shift accumulated along an arbitrary path in the a
of levels, connecting the initial state@0,0# with the point








dt8 Em8~ t8!, ~19!
wheret is the time interval between two adjacent crossin
According to this definition the dynamical phase of eve
path is simply the area between that specific path and
reference one: this amounts to an integer number of cell
the array of avoided crossings with elementary areaC
5tvFSR. Note that this quantityC is the same phase a
defined in Eq.~12!
One may distinguish between the probability to reach
given point@m,m8# from below~along an up going level! or
above~following a down going level!; to this end we define
Amm8
(↑) andAmm8
(↓) which represent, respectively, the probabil
amplitude to arrive at@m,m8# from @m,m821# and from
@m21,m8#. The evolution from an avoided crossing to th














The extra exponential factor in Eq.~20! with respect to Eq.
~21! takes into account the increased phase difference of
path leading upwards compared to the down going o
These equations, together with the initial conditionA00
(↑)51,
contain the essential information to solve the problem.
Making use of generating functions and an expansion
powers ofd, as shown in the Appendix, one obtains in t








3expH i F2d sin~m8C/2!sin~C/2! sinx81~m2m8! x8G J ,
~22!
where F1 is an overall phase factor. A similar expressi
holds forAmm8
(↓) (C). Equation~22! is the integral representa
tion of a Bessel function of integer ordern5m2m8:
uAmm8
(↑) u5UJnS 2d sin~m8C/2!sin~C/2! D U. ~23!
From the property of Bessel functions
Jn~2x!5~21!
n Jn~x!, ~24!
one can predict the periodicity in the probability distributio












Dm8C50 mod 2p; ~25!
for example, ifC52p q/p, with p andq integers and rela-
tively prime, the recurrences take place afterDm85p peri-
ods of crossings. Since the ordern of the Bessel function
must be kept constant, the increments inm andm8 are equal,
and the recurrences involve points on the grid which
parallel to the time axis~see Fig. 9!. This is in agreement
with the experimental and numerical results; the initial pop
lation distributionuA00
(↑)u reappears inuApp
(↑)u after passing 2p
columns of crossings~effectively p periods of crossings!.
VII. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
We have performed optical and numerical experiments
which we studied a wave-mechanical analog of classical
fusion on a Galton board. Our specific system consists o
grid of Landau-Zener crossings produced inside an opt
resonator and leads to spectral diffusion of light inside
resonator. Although the system is completely within the d
main of classical optics, the observed wave-mechanical
namics can be described by a Schro¨dinger-like equantion
@see Eqs.~4!–~6!#, and could as well be observed in quantu
systems with similar~energy-! level structures. The optica
system allowed for a study of coherent dynamics of light
a time span as long as 100msec.
The main result is the observation of recurrences of
initial spectral distribution for special values ofC. HereC
5tvFSR, with t the time between two Landau-Zener cros
ings andvFSR equal to 2p times the free spectral range. A
the initial distribution we populated a single level. Howeve
since the system is linear it is expected that any arbitr
initial distribution will show recurrences. The requireme
for the recurrences to occur after passingp periods in the
grid of crossings is~i! thatC52pq/p, with p andq integers
and relatively prime; and~ii ! that the transition probabilities
at the crossings are less than about 0.8. Since any valueC
is arbitrarily close to a fraction of two integers that are re
tively prime, there will always be such recurrences, provid
that the transition amplitude is smaller than about 0.8. He
an important conclusion is that the diffusion on a wav
mechanical Galton board is in general strongly suppres
compared to classical diffusion.
Our experimental results are consistent with the numer
simulations and with the analytical results based on
theory by Harmin@7#. Note that the theory presented abo
was performed under the adiabatic assumption, that is,
transition probabilities are assumed to be much smaller t
1. However, from our experimental and numerical result
can conclude that the recurrences persist for transition p
abilities up to 0.8. Qualitatively it is obvious that in the d
abatic regime~transition probabilities close to one! the recur-
rences will have to disappear, since only the outermost le
will have significant populations. It is, however, far from
obvious at what value of the transition amplitude the rec
rences should vanish. Analytical calculations in the diaba
limit can be found in Ref.@7#, and they show that diffusion
in the diabatic regime has the special form of narrow pe












OPTICAL GALTON BOARD PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 013410initial peak in the distribution function. Further experiment
effort is needed to observe this dynamics. The transit
from diffusion in the adiabatic regime to diffusion in th
diabatic regime is still an unexplored area although it h
been suggested that the transition is similar to a phase t
sition in a two-dimensional Ising model@8#.
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APPENDIX: GENERATING FUNCTIONS











the system of coupled equations~20! and ~21! turns into
Fm8~x!52d Fm821~x1C!1a Gm821~x1C!, ~A3!
Gm8~x!5e





















A Fourier transform leads to the formal solution for the pro












and to a similar solution forAmm8
(↓) (C).
Every term of the product in Eq.~A7! is a complex num-
ber with unit modulus
ei (x1kC)2d
12d ei (x1kC)
[exp@ i ~2Q1x1kC!#, ~A8!
Q5arctanF sin~x1kC!cos~x1kC!2dG2~x1kC!. ~A9!
This form is more convenient because it lends itself to
expansion in powers ofd; in the nearly adiabatic regime
(d2!1) one can retain just the first term
Q.d sin~x1kC!. ~A10!
Inserting Eqs.~A8! and~A10! into Eq.~A7! leads to the final
result given in Eq.~22! ~for details, see Ref.@7#!.,
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